**Twist Fold Card**

**Materials Needed for Basic Card**
Card stock: 1 pc 10-1/8” x 4-1/4”
Stampin’ Up! Simply Scored or other scoring tool

**Materials Needed for Card Shown**
Card Stock:
- Tangerine Tango Card Stock:
  - 1 pc 10-1/8” x 4-1/4”; 1 pc 5-1/2” x 1-3/8”
- Very Vanilla Card Stock:
  - 1 pc 5-1/2” x 4-1/4”; 1 scrap for punching
Stampin’ Up! Paper from Howlstooth and Scaringbone set
  - 1 pc 2” x 5”; 1 pc 5-1/2” x 4-1/4”; 1 pc 5” x 1-1/4”
Ink
- Tangerine Tango
- Jet Black StazOn
Stamp Sets
- Got Treats?
- Wacky Wishes (Hostess Set)
Punch: Curly Label

**Sizzix: Top Note Bigz Die**
**Button: Regals Designer (More Mustard)**
**Ribbon: Basic Black 1/8” Taffeta Ribbon**
**Adhesives: SNAIL, Mini Glue Dots**

**Instructions for the Basic Card**

1. Score the 10-1/8” x 4-1/4” piece of card stock diagonally. To do this
   - Place the scoring stylus in the grove of the Simply Scored Tool at the 6” mark and slide it down the scoring groove toward the bottom of the scoring tool.
   - Place one corner of the card stock at the top 6” mark.
   - Place the diagonally opposite corner where the stylus is placed towards the bottom of the scoring tool, moving the stylus to meet the bottom corner. This ensures that the bottom corner is on the same scoring groove as the top.
   - Score the diagonal. I usually begin scoring at the top.

2. Fold and crease the card stock on the diagonally scored line.

3. Place the long edge of the folded card stock along the top edge of the Simply Scored Tool. Score at the 5-1/2” mark as shown by the dark line.
Instructions for the Basic Card, continued

4. Fold and crease the card on the vertical score line, and the basic card is finished.

Decorating and Finishing the Twist Fold Card

1. Cut the 2” x 5” piece of Designer Series Paper on the diagonal.

2. Adhere each of the pieces of paper to the bottom section of both the front and inside folds.

3. Cut both the Very Vanilla and the large piece of Designer Series Paper using the Sizzix Top Note Bigz Die. Trim the Very Vanilla card stock along the perforated lines and adhere it to the Top Note cut Designer Series Paper.

4. Stamp the Happy Halloween greeting from the Wacky Wishes Stamp Set using Jet Black StazOn ink. I also stamped the greeting with Tangerine Tango ink on a scrap of Very Vanilla card stock and cut several of the letters out and glued them on top of the same letters that were stamped on the die-cut shape.

5. Tie a piece of Basic Black 1/8” Taffeta Ribbon through the button and adhere the button to the die cut shape with Mini Glue Dots.

6. To make the bookmark, adhere the 5” x 1-1/4” piece of Designer Series Paper to the 5-1/2” x 1-3/8” piece of card stock, with a larger border at the top. Stamp the Pumpkin from the Got Treats? Stamp Set on the scrap of Very Vanilla Card Stock. Punch with the Curly Label Punch and adhere to the top of the 5-1/2” x 1-3/8” grouping using SNAIL adhesive.